"Each and every member of BVB family supported me to know myself....."
Firstly I'll talk about the BVB faculty. The whole faculty here is very supportive. I have never seen such a good and supportive faculty in
any other institute. They makes you feel that 'Main Hu Na' at every step. They all are experienced, have so many qualities but still they
always work with us with full of patience and are always ready to help.
I experienced that if we give 10% form our side to our work they give 100% to support us. They are ready to teach everything as per
best of their knowledge.
The whole programme of RTVJ is designed in such a way so that students get chance to experiment with their qualities in the form of
playing different role while working on different projects.
In this one year, while working on different projects I got to know in which direction I have to move on and this would have not been
possible without the support of all the faculty members. Vishal Sir, Tripti Mam, Daizy Mam, Bhawna Mam, Arun Sir, Sushil Sir & Badkar
Sir each and every member of this BVB family supported me to know myself.
Secondly I would mention that during internship it becomes difficult for us to focus on our projects properly but still it is
like a challenge that taught us how to be multi-tasking and how to work fast in short period of time, which is actually media
demands for.
Meenu, RTVJ-25
Working with Trihedron Pvt. ltd. as Video Editor

"I got idea about the working and got the chance of meeting and learning under highly experienced people..."
Aaj Tak is no doublet one of the best name in field of journalism and one month of internship under this name is like a dream come true. It has
opened up lots of opportunity for learning new things and gaining knowledge on how a television news channel works. As I was a fresher, it was like a
stepping stone for me. The practical exposure plays major part in our field and apart from receiving demonstrations at BVB I got to learn all about
news for real. And without BVB it was not possible for me to survive there as without all the theoretical and practical knowledge I would have got
nervous, but BVB have already trained us through different project works about the working of a news channel.
At Aaj Tak I got to learn all about productions, pre& post production, scripting, and meeting deadlines. I was in Hindi programming and got to know
how a complete programme is being shot, scripted, edited and goes on air. I got a opportunity to write scripts, watch and organize shoots, and over all
working of a news channel.
This also adds an extra advantage to my over all carrier and will make it easy for me to work in this field as I got so much idea about the
working and the conditions. I also got the chance of meeting and learning under highly experienced people who excel in this field and are
called the masters of journalism.
Mansi Sahai, RTVJ-13
Working with Brandtrand.com as Content Writer

"In 8 days I got the opportunity to learn everything....."
'Rishikesh Study Tour' indeed a study tour and the best tour of my life. Everyday, a new project and a new experience. I have never worked like this. Just in 8
days I got the opportunity to learn everything - direction, scripting, research, acting, camera work, voice recording, reporting (for print and electronic both),
editing, layout designing, event management, time management and much more.
Every morning we got up with new excitement and new project. The whole day we worked on a project and at the end of the day, after completing the project
on time we felt very relaxed. At the end of each day we had new lesson and new experience.
All the projects taught me that what difficulties and challenges you actually face while working. As a team we have gone through so much of stress and tension
but still it was a great fun. We also got the chance to show our talent such as dance, drama, singing, anchoring etc. Cultural programme and
canteen supervision worked as our stress buster.
The whole 'Rishikesh Study Tour' taught me how to work as a team and as an individual in a team. 'Rishikish tour' of BVB is something which
gives you opportunity to learn seriousness of work with fun of life.
Meenu , RTVJ-25

Working with Trihedron Pvt. ltd. as Video Editor

"It was a wonderful experience....."
During the annual course, other than the syllabus there were also some extracurricular activities offered by 'Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan' like outdoor
photography, street plays etc. Out of all such activities I would like to elaborate the 'PSBT OPEN FRAME Film Festival', which I attended in the
beginning of the session at the 'India International centre'.
At the film festival, around thirty four documentary films were shown, made by independent film makers from all across India. It also included a film
appreciation workshop for two days conducted by Suresh Chabria, National Film Archivist and faculty member of FTII (Film and Television Institute
of India) Pune.
Well as per the filmmakers to showcase their films, there were some renowned filmmakers such as M.K. Raina, Meeta Vasisht, and some more
whereas there were also some debutant filmmakers for the screening of perhaps their first film. Majority of the films were somehow related to issues
like society, politics, conflicts, human rights, some medical problems. Post screening of every film followed a panel discussion conducted by
moderators with the respective film directors. These discussions were very informative since they were straight from the horse's mouth. Also after
the discussion, a five minute open question and answer was arranged for the viewers.
As per the viewers, there was a mix of film enthusiasts, corporate, students from various institutions, who packed the hall for all of the five days.
Another nice thing to experience was I got a chance to interact with some very intelligent filmmakers who also gave some tips which would surely be
very useful in future. I would rather like to attend these festivals more often since beside entertainment, films screened here are informative and very
captivating. It also results as a great idea to get various filmmakers from all across and the viewers under one roof. After all even if you
watch a film at the costliest multiplex nearby, do you get a chance to sit with the director and chat about his film?
In all it was a wonderful experience for the students who got the chance to attend this festival.
Sarvpreet, DRS-3
Working with Dilipsood Films Pvt. Ltd. as Production Manager

"The smart quiz is the most exciting thing happens in the college....."
For most of us people being judgmental to us is a fear. Especially when your knowledge and smartness is at stake you don't want to let down yourself
so you do all the possible acts to defend yourself. What my point here is that “The concept of Smart Quiz” is a kind of vaccination that prepares our
brain in advance for the upcoming tests of life. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan not just teaches their students the course material but it also prepares a
student mentally to face challenges, it keeps the competitive approach alive within us which is the most important thing needed to be taken in
consideration.
The smart quiz winners gets a memento and cash prizes that is enough to attract even those who thinks it's a waste of time. The purpose of cash
money is draw more attraction towards the smart quiz but mine has always been the fame name earned by it. I won the quiz two times once I came 1st
and 2nd the other time. The different topics that covers the smart quiz is sufficient enough to brainstorm one's mind that leads to the
brighter end of the tunnel. The smart quiz is the most exciting thing happens in the college it keeps your brain working till the end. And
this is the initial purpose of the Film and TV dept.'s faculties and management they strive to get best out of each student. For me Smart
quiz is not for the smart people, it's for the achievers.
Bibhas Banerjee, TVP-1
Working with Doordarshan, Mumbai

"It gave me the freedom to experiment....."
"I hear & I forget, I see & I remember, I do & I understand"
---- Chinese Proverb
Nothing could be learned well enough, until and unless it is practiced with one's own hands. Making mistakes & learning from them designs a path
that helps one in gaining practical experience as well as builds up confidence. It has no substitute and can never be attained in classrooms despite any
amount of effort and dedication.
At BVB, I also learned a lot by means of the monthly assignments. The best part was that these were planned out in a way that enabled me to put into
practice all the theory taught in the classroom. It gave me the freedom to experiment with the theories which perhaps I will not get elsewhere.
Besides this, some assignments were meant for group efforts. This encouraged each one of us to develop skills of coordination along with friendly
relations that we will cherish throughout our lives. These assignments also gave me the confidence that has empowered me to be ready to deal with
the pressures of professional life with a positive outlook.
Every assignment helped us in exploring a different aspect of filmmaking as well as contributed in our overall growth. It made us
familiar with a powerful tool of learning which will be equally beneficial in our future course of professional life. On the whole, I feel
these seven assignments to be very fruitful in our learning experience. Despite our never- ending learning path, they will remain in our
memories as our initial footsteps towards our dreams.
Ruchi Malhotra, DRS-6
Working as Freelance Director

"With smiles, tears and memories we returned....."
In the month of December we went on a study tour to Rishikesh, Uttrakhand. The purpose of this study tour was to practice, train and educate what we had
studied in the classes in Delhi. Groups were made, and every group had a name. In Rishikesh we were allotted different rooms. Study tour is of 8 days, in
which we have to do 7 activities.
Community development is one of them. It is a nice initiative from the Dept of Film and TV studies, for exploring land and people and getting familiar with
them. All the groups are taken to different places, that are little far from Rishikesh. The serpentine roads of the valley and its beauty please the mind. And
watching the rural areas and people from the bus's window establishes some kind of emotional attachment to the place and people. After reaching at the
destination students start working. They call people and invite them to listen and watch the show. They call them by beating drum or even go from door to
door. It is a opportunity to express self and to know other.
The community development is a task in which we smile with the people and we feel sad with their sorrow. It's like exploring self and exploring the
masses. There are many problems like electricity, medical facilities, transportation. We teach and entertain the people from all age groups. By this activity
we learn team work, communication, public relation and many more things. The community development is not related to a particular age group; we help
and try to solve problems that exist.
This programme is also helpful in photography, shooting and journalism. Students capture moments in camera and make a presentation and then record
it for news purpose.
Our group was B and we went to a village named Devali, some 35 km away from Rishikesh. It was a beautiful village surrounded by the
mountains from all four directions. During our trip to devali we also watched a glimpse of the Himalayas. We did all the work we planned to
do. In the evening when it was time to return to Rishilok, the people there were and we were not willing to say good bye to each other. With
smiles and tears and memories we returned. Thus the community development task is a good initiative by the Bhavan.
KULIN MISHRA, TVP-9
Working as Freelance Photographer

"We decided to make a comic fiction....."
Our One-Day Practical Test, which means, that we have to make a program and edit it in a single day only. This was another experience in BVB.
In this we had to make a script spontaneously and had to shoot along with its lip sync. In the beginning, we were really confused about what to make.
After much thought and argumentation, we decided to make a comic fiction, which was accepted by sir. So, we started working on it by recording the
dialogues and narration.
As and when we were over with recording we went for the shoot and our whole group had to go for the shoot for the acting part of each member and
half day had passed in this only. Time came to edit the program, which was the biggest headache for me, as I got very tired by the time the shooting
completed, but I had to edit it anyhow in the remaining 2½ hours which was really less time to edit a 3 minutes program but somehow we managed it.
So, this is how my day was spent, tired and hungry, but in the end when we completed the project on time and that excitement and
happiness really suppressed my tiredness. So, the six hour practical exam that had me very tensed in the beginning and throughout,
went great at the end and proved to be a learning experience. Thanks to my sir and all the group members for giving their best to the
project.
Harish Chand Sharma, TVP-13
Working with Purani Dilli Talkies as Asst. Director

"Media professional must be up to date with all the latest happenings....."
The Smart Quiz was smart, it tested our knowledge in this rapidly changing world, where a media professional must be up to date with all the latest
happenings as well as be aware about events of the past. Every month prior to the monthly test, 15 minutes were dedicated to the Smart Quiz, and the
quiz was divided into five rounds, the first being obviously on the day of the test, clearing it allowed entry into the second and so on. In all five rounds
of quizzing gave way to a prize, that was indeed tempting-a cash prize of Rs.3000. While the first round was all general questions, the
rounds that followed were audio and video, and ended with extempore rounds. Each month was greeted with a different topic, ranging
from Indian Cinema to Politics. What was really good was that the top six or seven each got consolation prizes with the lowest being
Rs.500. It was fun, all along with testing of our general knowledge.
SAURABH SINGH, RTVJ-43
Working with India TV

"I worked as a right hand of my boss....."
I got my first training in 'India News Channel' with the favour of my college 'BVB'. During my first training of 45 days I learned a lot & tried to give my
best efforts always. No doubt, media is very challenging but challenges are always part of my life. I like something challenging & always like to do
something new & different. During my training I worked as a right hand of my boss she always calls me, appreciates me & also tell the tricks &
techniques of working in media. She is very experienced lady & producer of entertainment show 'Black& White' which enhance my knowledge in
ancient or old cinema. Although it was never part of my interest I hardly know the names of old actors but because of her I am fond of old songs &
movies. Also I become to know how to write scripts & what is the viewer's attraction. I always thankful to her & 'BVB', for making my dreams into
reality.
Also I want to say- 'Dreams are the part of my life, because a person who has no dreams & wishes could not achieve anything in this
world.'
PURNIMA GUPTA, RTVJ-14
Working as a Media Coordinator in "Institute of Technology of Patrakar News Magazine

"BVB Faculties would never make you feel alone or helpless....."
From the day one when I have entered the college I have noticed that the faculty of BVB has remained constant. Teachers of different institution will
change themselves according to time and children for e.g. If a child is not good in studies or any other activity or is introvert, they won't even bother to
help them rise. But here in BVB every teacher would help every student who has any sort of problem either in studies, activities, facing the camera,
confidence level, shyness, over confidence or any sort of lacks in any other part. I am not writing this for the sake of writing or buttering, this is the fact
I have come across in these months. No matter who you are, what you do, how you behave or miss-behave all would stand with you and shape you.
They would listen to your problem and help you to the core. They would never make you feel alone or helpless. They see all students
equally and treat them equally. I have gone through a big transformation, what I was earlier at the beginning of the classes and what I am
now is something I can never have had imagine in my life. I thank all the teachers for the grooming they did and the gravity they gave me
to stand upon.
SWATI KAUSHIK, RTVJ-02
Working with 'P7' as Production Executive

"I still cherish those memories when I think about my first day....."
When I got admission in Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, I got to know that there will be an orientation program for all the freshers and convocation program
for seniors. I was really excited to go Kamani Auditorium for my orientation program because for me it was a whole new experience. And finally the
day arrived when I met new people. Some of them I knew from before and some new faces. It was my first step in the field of media and I value each
and everything taught to me on that day. I still remember I was sitting in the middle row of the auditorium along with my new friends asking each
other their names and exchanging contacts. The program was started with the great speech of our H.O.D Mr. Dilip Badkar sir. His fabulous words
really motivated me. A big time personality IBN7 anchor Mrs. Richa Anirudh was also present with us. She said something really nice which inspired
me a lot to do something good in life. Last year projects were shown to us like documentary, music video, video fiction, video magazine, which was
made by students itself. I felt fortunate enough to know that I too have to do all these work. It was a good experience for me and the sense of curiosity
started within me that what will going to happen next. Then the orientation program came to an end and we all went back with the hope that this year
will definitely going to be happening and full of learning.
Wow what a great day it was, I still cherish those memories when I think about my first day. “The purpose of your life is to live it in full, to
experience it to the utmost to reach out with an open mind for the newest and richest experience being offered at the time.”
PRIYANKA AGGARWAL, RTVJ- 4
Working with Sanfort School as PRO

"Worked as a model in photography workshop....."
It was a nice experience for me to work as a model in photography workshop. It was quite different for me because I had done only ramp walk.
Students of photography are very cooperative, they want me to feel comfortable in front of the camera, it was all new for me. The guest faculty “Mr.
Vikrant Tunious” is a nice photographer, they taught PHT students new techniques of photography with different lighting conditions from which I
had learned so much, Ii was amazed to see a bunch of students having camera in their hands to capture the best click of me, they all very
excited about this workshop so that time I have to give my best. At the first day of our shoot I was little nervous because of the new
atmosphere but on the second day of our outdoor shoot I worked very confidently. This workshop helps me to communicate more with
PHT students and I learnt so many things from them in photography. So at the whole it was a nice experience for me at BVB.
Simran, RTVJ-37
Working as Freelance TV Presenter

"Now I examine and analyze photographs more critically....."
Earlier I thought that photography is an interesting thing, but when I came into BVB and got to know the what exactly photography is made me more
curios to learn photography to the core, and started taking keen interest in photography, and interest something very small term I used, I got to know
how to do good photograph with perfection through BVB only. I started doing experiments on my photography and seriously get the most unique and
special pictures of mine in first six months.
Even today I do experiments and most of them result very different pictures I have seen in my life. I feel great when I realize the real importance of
those pictures and my flies with happiness when other good photographers also like your creativity and appreciate them, this appreciation and
suggestion by others make my photography more sharp, though I am not a student of photography, I am from RTVJ course, but few classes of
photography helped me a lot to awake my interest of Photography and got to know about my creativity sense a little deeper, and today after going
through my pictures people ask me whether I am a professional photographer? This question by them makes me feel awesome.
Now I examine and analyze photographs more critically, Now I can easily make out difference between different types of photography and comment
of my own, I can make out my own ideas, to write captions on pictures what picture is saying , and what does it mean.
I also came to know about lighting process, how to beautify the picture and what lighting effect is required on different types of pictures without any
confusion. I came to know how to edit photographs, remove and repair unwanted things which is unnecessary. Now I go at different
places and capture the most unique views through my clicks.
I would like to say thanks to all BVB faculties who taught me the true meaning of photography which will help me throughout my life.
Taruna Khanagwal, RTVJ-45
Working with Production House in Mumbai

"This trip taught me how to work in a team with enjoyment....."
Rishikesh tour was an unforgettable tour of my life. I have been visited Rishikesh many times with my family but for the very first time I joined such type of
outdoor tour with my friends. The best thing about this trip was our tourist bungalow where we stayed. It was such an elegant place and from there one can see
the natural beauty. Whenever I used to sit there I found greenery and peace everywhere and one more interesting thing about this tour was that our faculty and
guest faculty both were treated us as 'FRIEND'.
On first day our documentary was on “Rishikesh, the Tourist Place”. We choose Ram Jhula, different Ganga ghats like Parmarth Niketan etc and also a very
famous 'Chotiwala Hotel' as our shooting spot. We took bite of some people around this place. We had learnt so many things throughout this trip. Seven days and
we had to do one task every day. On second day we had our canteen supervision and radio programme. My script was selected for radio programme so I was very
excited. Third day was our music video shoots on Gazal. On fourth day we shoot our fiction on 'Rise in Love' with our guest faculty. Fifth day, we went to the
village called 'Patna Tilla' for our SWASTHYALABH ohhh oppss for our Community Development work with Ashu sir.
Sixth day was very hectic and also an amazing day of this trip we done most interesting task. We publish our own newspaper called 'The View Point'. It was the
day full of confusion and stampede. Arun sir was the backbone of our newspaper I am really very thankful to him for his support. Our newspaper was
appreciated by Badkar sir.
The most awaited, energetic and adventurous day was seventh day that was the day of river rafting and cultural programme. We reached the place and the
instructor started up with the instructions. They gave us life jackets. Finally the journey started and wow… what a great experience it was. I was enjoying each
and every moment of the rafting as well as the whole trip. At night we have our cultural programme it was a great and memorable experience I
enjoy and learned a lot. On the last day, we went to the Beatles Café the most peaceful place I spend almost 4 hours at that place so relaxing,
beautiful and the food was also very good after that I shopped a lot for my friends and family. It trip was a great trip for me. I earn lot of experience,
confidence and practical knowledge. This trip taught me how to work in a team with enjoyment.
SWATI KAUSHIK, RTVJ-02

Working as Freelance TV Journalist

^^Hkkjrh; fo|k Hkou dk ;g iwjk lQj eq>s ges'kk ;kn jgsxk-----**
Hkkjrh; fo|k Hkou dh Dyklksa dk esjk vuqHko dkQh vyx o jksekafpr djus okyk jgk gSA ;gka ds Teaching method dh ;gh lcls cM+h [kkfl;r gS
fd ;gka gesa [kqn gh viuh xyfr;ksa ls lh[kus fn;k tkrk gSA
vkt ds gkykrksa esa tc gj f'k{k.k laLFkku vius Nk=ksa dks dsoy iSlk dekuk lh[kk jgk gS rFkk Nk=ksa dks e'khu cukdj NksM jgk gS ,sls le; esa] Hkkjrh;
fo|k Hkou] vius Nk=kksa ds pgqaeq[kh fodkl ds fy, dk;Z dj jgk gSA gekjs vrqY; lj ^fnyhi th* dh ch&ikftfVo dh Dyklksa us gesa] gekjh vkRek ls
gekjk feyu djok;k rFkk okLro esa gesa balkfu;r dh ifjHkk"kk ls okfdQ Hkh djk;k gSA
;gka dh Dyklksa esa ,d vU; [kkfl;r ;g Hkh jgh gS fd ;gka gesa izSfDVy tkudkjh T;knk lh[kus dh feyh gSA esjk ;g ,d lky dc iwjk gks
tkrk gS] ;g eq>s irk gh ugha pyrkA Hkkjrh; fo|k Hkou dk ;g iwjk lQj eq>s ges'kk ;kn jgsxkA
Induja, EMD-17
Persuing Higher Studies

"Dance Workshop helped us to show our will and inner soul....."
'Dance' this word is something which helps me to come out of myself and carries me into the world of dance, where there are numerous ways of expressing
myself. So, the day when this workshop was conducted by our college department of acting. It was one of the best workshops among all.
When I stepped into the class, I saw two faces with the smile on it, Sangeeta Ma'am and Shubhi Sir. They are the Gurus of dance from National School Of Drama
who took our workshop. This workshop not only taught me and my class mates dance but also helped us to show our will and inner soul. It also helped us to
bring out our flexibility, to mould ourselves into different- different forms. It was very real and loving. These two souls gave us positivity and made us strong
enough. They taught dance in a different manner which nobody has taught us earlier. They helped to see different aspects of our life like rise and fall.
There are some moments in our life, where we sometimes rise and fall, which is very common. But through dance we learnt how to tackle with such situations
accept it with open arms and go along to convert it into happy moments. I remember those moments when ma'am used to point out me to do things which
made me more energetic and willing to do. There were some stunts which I attempted. This workshop also taught us the feeling of touching the heights of the
sky by going on the top through dancing with the help of some benches which goes higher and higher n at last one can touch even the tip of ceiling of the room.
Cutest & Painful Moment
On the same day by friends hitted me by mistake while dancing, one of them hitted my head (Prince Dua ) which made me see stars and birds chirping around
me and the Priyanka my best friend hitted my nose while dancing together which made me the red nose reindeer of the santa clause and finally a bucket full of
tears and when asked what happened!? Who hitted? I pointed out Priyanka while crying and Shakir said "Isne mara!! Le isko bhi marte hai!” hehe... It was so
kiddish that ever one laughed including me ..
At Last, I would like to say that, It was very good and cherished workshop and I would like to suggest to the new comers to live this workshop as
much as you want. You'll really feel good !
Keep Dancing !

Karishma Tak , Act: 11
Working as an Actress in Mumbai Film Industry

"Assignments had also taught us teamwork, leadership and management....."
A Step by step journey is always meaningful to reach your destination instead of accepting a shortcut. In a same way, our course structure has
designed to make us versatile and perfect in each and every field required to exist in the world of electronic media. Weather it is camera handling or
editing, research or scripting, or anchoring and reporting., we are on ease with every work., for which I would like to give credit to the monthly
assignments given to us during our course. These assignments were related to photography, Camera, Reporting, Editing, Research, Direction,
Anchoring etc. It is because of them we got opportunities to reveal out our those hidden talents, we were unaware about. We had developed a sense of
creativity, production, presentation and management which are helpful in creating positive confidence in ourself.
One of the timeless secrets to a long happy life is to love your work, and here only I had learnt how to love and enjoy my work. A journey which I had
done from level 0- level 10 through these task was quite interesting and life long experience for me. Here only I realized what actually electronic
media is, how a TV Or Radio programme begins, it is not only a medium of Entertainment but is a effort of so many people behind it. Started from
reporting for print, then photography to videography, interviews to research and then from video shooting to editing, these assignments has taught
us to develop our idea into a complete TV or Radio programme. Not only technical and programming skills, these assignments had also
taught us teamwork, leadership and management lessons which will proved helpful in our professional world. I've learnt and
experienced a lot during these assignments for which I am thankful to my faculty members and friends for their guidance and
cooperation.
SHIVANGI PARMAR, (RTVJ-24)
Working as a Freelance Anchor and Marketing Consultant

"It gave ability to explore creativity from a different perspective....."
PSBT's “Open Frame” was indeed one of the most learning experience during my course of study at BVB. Both, the workshops and screening of
various domestic and international documentaries during a weeklong film festival was awesome. The technicalities of film making were made to
look so easy throughout the workshop conducted by Mr. Suresh Chabria, a professor of film appreciation at the Film and Television Institute of India,
Pune. The workshop provided a good analysis about the various technical aspects of film making – be it camera works, sound scores, various
shooting skills, art & crafts and directing tips. Even a breeze was made to look tangible during the workshop. Combining the verbal speech or rather
theory with nuts and bolts, it gave good idea on how to make the emotional context of a scene work and how to isolate the problems when it doesn't.
On the other hand the screening of documentaries both Indian and foreign was the centre of attraction and yet another learning experience. It
enabled us to think out of the box and to know about the various social and burning issues on which a documentary can be made. It
broadened the mind and gave birth to millions of ideas and the ability to explore creativity from a different perspective. The discussion
and the 'Question and Answers' session that followed after the film provided an opportunity to interact and resolve various queries, be
it technical or non-technical.
Harish Chand Sharma, TVP-13
Working with Purani Dilli Talkies as Asst. Director

"For Media we need to be the best or won't be able to sustain....."
In order to survive in the media field one must have a very sound knowledge of practical aspects. It means you should be technically sound. Special
stress has always been given on practical training in BVB. We have always been promoted to use the equipments ourselves and learn even the
minutest of details about them. From SLR camera to different lighting techniques, we have been taught all.
While interning with a news channel I have realized the value of all this training. It is very important for a journalist to be an all-rounder. Not only
equipments but we have also been taught different computer softwares, which come handy while working in both electronic and print media.
I am really glad that we were given an opportunity to learn these techniques as in most of the other institutes stress is given on boring classroom
lectures. One must understand the importance of such training as in a competitive field like media we need to be the best or won't be able to sustain.
It has been a great journey in BVB, it has changed and refined me as a person and also made my professional goals clearer. It was here that
I realized that I have such a keen interest in editing, which to be honest I haven't considered earlier.
It has been a great year; not only I met many new people but also learnt a lot from them. After a year I can say I am not only older but wiser
too.
Ekta Agarwal, RTVJ-19
Working with Focus News as Copy Writer

"BVB give us full freedom to learn everything and anything we want....."
My best experience in BVB was to learn COMPUTER EDITING. I am the person who believes in practical studies rather than theoretical and BVB gave me
the chance to learn through practical experience.
I spent three years for my graduation of BJMC but I didn't learn what learnt in this one year. I learnt many things about editing which would definitely help
me in future. I enjoyed editing a lot and learnt something new at every step. I even learnt how to edit a programme in a day. Before joining BVB I didn't even
know a single thing about editing.
Yes, it is true that I have read a lot about editing but there is lot of difference between theory and practical. One may face many challenges while applying
theory into practical. Now I feel more confident while editing any programme weather it is audio or video. Every faculty member is very supportive and
they always appreciate our efforts.
BVB give us full freedom to learn everything and anything we want. Here I learnt through my mistakes which became a lesson and experience
for me. Here I have been taught to be a good person first than a good professional. I came here with a motive 'to gain practical knowledge' and
I succeed. This is all because of BVB family and I can proudly say that I am the part of this family.
Meenu , RTVJ-25
Working with Trihedron Pvt. Ltd. as Video Editor

"Fiction film appreciation workshop was provided an introduction to basic concepts of film and reality-----"
Bharatiya vidya Bhavan is a turning point of my career. During the studies, I learnt lot of things. Open frame film festival is one of them. That event
was organized by PSBT. It contributes unique exposure to my career growth. PSBT's ''open frame'' was really one of the wonderful learning
experiences throughout my academic session at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. The workshops, film screening ,and discussions of various social issue
and national documentaries during a week long film festival was awesome. Documentary film appreciation, and fiction film appreciation
workshop-1&2 conducted by Mr. Suresh Chabria, a professor of FTII of Pune. The workshop was examined some basic principle of documentary
film making, among its various functions have been exploration, advocacy, promotion, self reflexivity and political activism.
And fiction film appreciation workshop was provided an introduction to basic concepts of film and reality, the senses and the relation of cinema to
history and collective memory. And the session on the second day draw attention to aspects of cinematic narration and 'mise en scene' with
representative example from classic and contemporary films.
The open frame grasp most importance for me because many film makers and great personalities did come and shared their views and thoughts.
In this conference I also got a chance to meet film makers like Shriprakash, Debolina and Oishik, Nirmal chander, Umesh aggarwal and many
more.
The best thing about the festival was various national documentaries were shown to us. The documentary I like most was the 'Brokingnews', The
film based on Indian media has much to be proud of as a significant part of Indian democracy. But there is an increasing public disenchantment,
not just with its shrillness, sermonising and sensationalism, but with its core value integrity. I got an opportunity to learn every critical issue like
concept and other technical and non technical parts of film making like shooting skills, camera work, sound scores, editing, graphic,
interviews and directing tips.
It made me think out of the, and compelled to analyze what is right and wrong.
Anupma Kumari, DRS-21
Working with 'Big Foot Solutions Pvt. Ltd.' as Content Writer

"I got such a homely and cozy environment....."
When I came to know about Bhavan through a newspaper, I dint know that my destiny would give me an opportunity to join Bhawan as an RTVJ
student. And as it is said “Jo hota hai ache ke liye hota hai” the statement turned out to be very true, and now at the end of my course and a year with
BVB I am proud to be a Bhavan's student.
The whole year was not like a regular college but slowly and gradually it became a vital part of my life. I got such a homely and cozy environment that
my classmates and faculty became like a family to me. I met many people as my classmates from whom I learnt many things.
I regret that I missed my study tour to Rishkesh and I would suggest everyone to please don't miss this chance to enjoy and learn with such nice
faculty and your friends. I missed the fun as well as the opportunity to learn many useful things which could help me in future.
But there was an another chance to have a great experience which was the Annual project in which we have to make a programme in just 6 hours. in
morning we got the topic to cover the “construction work in Connought Place” and now the countdown began we distributed our duties and started
working, planning scripting, managing everything in time, because any delay would result in heavy loss of marks.
This assignment gave us the chance to judge ourselves on the grounds of capability to work under pressure and handle everything simultaneously,
me and my group mates finally after whole day efforts managed to edit and give final touch to the programme at 5 o'clock in the evening. And it was an
awesome experience to complete the task in time. Those 6 hours we didn't even felt hunger or thirst, our only motive was just to submit
our task in time. Those tensed 6 hours were the best professional experience one can have while studying; I would never forget that day. I
really want to thank my group members and teachers who supported and motivated us.
Aanchal Khurana, RTVJ-47
Working with All India Radio as Announcer

"I went to Parmarth Ashram to report the story of Parmarth Aarti....."
Before going at Rishikesh I didn't imagine that daily media projects which we are going to do there will keep me so busy throughout the day but doing
new projects each day made Rishikesh trip so memorable as well as wonderful for me.
A very First day our group project was radio programme and canteen supervision, that day was little bit tiring for me as on that day we all reached
Rishikesh but excitement towards radio programme made me forget all the things and same in the canteen supervision where I helped my group
members in decorating canteen. Second day our group project was fiction where I learnt how to use and handle camera and other equipments. Our third
day group project was newspaper, on this day I collected two news from different places at Rishikesh, this gave me totally new experience and a feeling of
being a journalist, I also explored various information which I never knew about Rishikesh. Our fourth day project was cultural programme and rafting,
for me this day was totally tension free day and also very memorable because our all group members went for rafting and I had a lot of fun over there and
then in the evening we had our cultural programme. Fifth day project was music video, our all group members went at a new place for a shoot there I
learnt how to take different shots and camera angles. Then sixth day project was video magazine in which our group members had to do reporting, on
that day I went to Parmarth Ashram to report the story of Parmarth Aarti. Then seventh day project was documentary, our all group members went at
the location where the documentary has to shoot, I learnt how to take visuals according to the documentary and learnt how to take different camera
angles. Finally at last day of Rishikesh there was a freedom to go anywhere and I with my friends decided to go once again at rafting and we did, that day is
unforgettable for me as I enjoyed a lot on that day but on the other hand I was feeling very sad as it was last day of Rishikesh.
At last I want to say that these projects had given me new and incredible experience and helped me to develop my confidence level stronger.
This daily media projects at Rishikesh had given me a feeling of real journalist for a while.
Avni Sharma, RTVJ-23
Working with 'Clean Path Technology Pvt. Ltd.' as Content Writer

"News Reading was a part of our practical course....."
The moment when I thought to take up the field of Mass Communication as my career, the first thing that striked my mind was to become a News
Reader. I had always seen News Readers delivering news on television since I was a child but never thought of becoming one at that time or later
but now I m very much attracted to the styles, attitude of a News Reader. I like the way they talk, they sit , the style in which they deliver the news.
A News reader is the face of a channel and today I want to become one of those face. Though I m not a professional news reader now but I have
experienced the felling a News reader. I have felt and faced the attitude, the style of a News reader and that was possible because of the practical
classes held at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. News Reading was a part of our practical course. Every single student was practiced the styles and the
ways of a News Reader at class. At first I was very shy and nervous because of my diction and lack of confidence. But gradually I learned to erase
off those nervousness and tried to give a better performance in front of my teacher and my friends. This field was totally new to me and that's
why I was very poor at every topic. The classes of News Reading by special guest faculty Ved Prakash Sir was the best. One of the best teachers I
have ever met. He thought us every posture, News Reading styles, how to face the camera at that point. Those classes were very helpful for me. It
helped me gain confidence.
Finally I was able to perform without any problem and I completed my Video Resume with confidence. In the Video Resume we had
to perform the task of a News Reader, A Anchor. I completed it with full confidence but I have to learn many things now also. I want to
thank my college for giving us these chance and it was a beautiful and great experience for me.
Shimona Das, RTVJ-18
Working with 'Lakshya HR Solutions' as HR Executive

"I have learned a lot in Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan through street play....."
This year Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has taken initiative by making the team of Nukkad Natak named Badlav to change the thinking of todays society. I
am so lucky that I am a part of BVB street play. We as a team has performed at many different places starting from Indraprasth University, IIT Delhi,
select city walk mall and many other places. I feel so good when I think I am a part of badlav –a Change Maker who wants to change the thinking of
society and spread knowledge. Badlav is something which everybody in our narrow society wants and its not about the whole society, its about the
change in individual thinking. Unless and until individual don't take initiative in the race of Badlav than don't expect that our society will change. I
thank my college as they have given me this opportunity to be a part of street play society. I have learned a lot in Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan through
street play and I am sure people must have changed their perspective by watching our street play. I have got a platform to change the
minds of different people through Badlav. After the heinious crime of 16 december case, people should change their minds and start
taking some action in order to make our society safe. I hope people got inspired with us and I am fortunate enough to be a part of college
street play group.
PRIYANKA AGGARWAL, RTVJ- 4

Working with Sanfort School as PRO

"This was the difference between Home Made videos and professional videos....."
These days at home everyone has a camera and are aware of using it, but using a multi camera setup was an entirely different experience. On TV all
programs show scenes shot from different angles but they come together so seamlessly the different angles are hard to notice. After we had gained control
on the basic handling of professional cameras, complete with focusing, tilting, panning we worked on multi camera setup. The first time there were 3
cameras on 3 tripods hooked up to 3 TVs and we practised shooting the exact same object from our different locations, and then shooting the exact same
moving object from all three cameras. Watching the three different TVs was fascinating as we saw different angles of the same shot. After we
mastered this procedure we learnt about the Video Mixer- where the different angles are combined into 1 final product. It was an amazing
experience, deciding when which angle should be used to give the perfect end result. This was the difference between Home Made videos and
professional videos. Since then I have been able to distinguish many of the different angles used is shooting TV shows.
Divyia Asthana , EMD-21
Working with 'India Today' as a Content Writer

"The Canteen menu had sarso ka saag with makki ki roti along with a gudd with desi ghee....."
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan planned study tour specially designed to let students explore the work on outdoor and to improve their team building skills.
This 8-days tour had many different tasks like Radio Programming, Corporate Film, Documentary, Event Promotion, Culture Program,
advertisement making etc. which were supposed to be done in a group of 10 students. These 10 students belong to different department of studies.
Each group had 2 coordinators who will be supervising everything. Get known to these 10 people were our first challenge that we faced. Though, we
got success easily. At tour, each other we were supposed to assign with one activity which we had to complete within that day.
Another activity was “Catering Supervision and Canteen Decoration”. In this, we had to organize dinner for all the students and faculty members.
Venue for this activity was the canteen of Bharat Bhoomi Guest House, the place where we all stayed for 8 days. Since, it was thematic round; our
theme was “Punjabi Dhaba”. Therefore, we decorated whole area as a punjabi dhaba. It should've all the elements at the area which
would give a feel like real dhaba. From decoration to menu, from serving people to serving style, everything had to be in Punjabi style.
To give it a real feel, all girls dressed up in patiala salwar suit with parandi and all guys wore dhoti kurta and the menu had sarso ka saag
with makki ki roti along with a gudd with desi ghee. We were supposed to arrange each and everything on our own.
Throughout the session, we learned how to supervise the whole dinner session, team work and coordination, meeting everybody's
demands to avoid any complaints. Our work was appreciated by HOD sir of the college along with teachers.
MINI AGGARWAL, MDM-10
Working as a Freelance Event Planner

"His lectures on topic about career were highly motivational for me..."
Be Positive classes was one of the best experiences during this one year P.G. diploma course in Bharatiya vidya bhavan .And I am glad that I could be the part of
the classes on Be positive from where I could be able to gather the precious knowledge about god, life, and relationship. Lesson on be positive are conducted
by our respected H.O.D on every Monday of the week. This class helped me to relax and relief the mind. It's very important to learn but it's also important to
learn about our self and my behaviour towards others. This lesson showed me the positive attitude toward life, because life is full of struggles and obstacle.
All his lectures on topic about career were highly motivational for me. He made me to dream about my goals and also showed us the right path to achieve those
dreams through his influential words. And the best way to deal with a difficult Boss is to develop your self-confidence and communicate your feeling in an
assertive yet polite manner.
An exclusive opportunity to experience the intricacies in myself further motivated me to dive deeper in to the sea of life. Our life is a reflection of all that we
have gained in the most primal relation of our lives, our birth family. The only secret to having great relationships is to have a great relationship with ourselves.
There is actually no other person there with whom you share a relationship. The other is just perceived in your mind. If you remain true to your true self which
is the same in all, you shall start relating with each and everything around effortlessly and unconditionally without really getting bogged down by duties or
responsibilities. And if two people share common vision then that relationship strengthens and evolves in a more sublime way.
Conflicts arise in all relationships. It is our capacity to resolve and transcend these conflicts that help us forge lasting and intimate bonds. The importance of
discipline and consistency in professional life and personal life always will be reminded me in that classes.
He said, you have to take risk. We will only understand the miracle of life fully when we allow the unexpected to happen. When we operate from
the quality of satya or purity, we control the mind instead of trying, to control people and situation.
Make friends with yourself.
Anupma Kumari, DRS-21

Working with 'Big Foot Solutions Pvt. Ltd. as Content Writer

"Not only the students but the faculty also is so much involved in all the activities....."
If you are a BVBian you must know about the much hyped tour to Rishikesh, from the very beginning of your course. The moment you enroll for any
course, you start hearing news about Rishikesh trip. Well to be honest all this hype is much deserved, trip to Rishikesh is an action packed 8-9 days of
your life in which you experience each and every aspect of media.
From documentary making to news bulletins to Bollywood masala music videos, you will learn to make each one of these. The experience is so
thrilling because you have to complete all your tasks in a day. Yes shoot a whole documentary in a day!! The fun, energy and excitement you
experience while working on these projects is just unexplainable.
Not only the students but the faculty also is so much involved in all the activities, that at times it's hard to differentiate who exactly is the teacher? My
favourite day in Rishikesh was when we were supposed to come up with a newspaper. Our newspaper's name was “The Axiom” and obviously we
were simply amazing. I was given the responsibility of being the “Editor”. It is an amazing feeling when you are in control of something. The mix of
authority and responsibility makes you realize how important it is to create a balance while working.
Working with your friends is the best part and when I say friends I am including Bhawna Mam and Tripti Mam. Both of them guided us throughout the
day. It was so much more fun as we got to stay indoors for this assignment. Since I have already bragged so much, no point hiding the fact that we won
“The Best Newspaper” award.
Rishikesh was a turning point in an awesome journey called “Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan”. It changed all of us, brought us more close to our
dream of being a professional. I couldn't thank BVB enough for this study tour.
Karnika Kohli , RTVJ-22
Working with 'Times of India' as a Copy Editor of Social Media

"I got opportunity to interact with the filmmakers....."
In the first week of September, we were given a chance to attend OPEN FRAME documentary film festival by PSBT which was a very fruitful &
learning experience. It was a weeklong festival showcasing 34 documentaries & corresponding discussions on them along with film
appreciation workshop by Prof. Suresh Chabria. It included a wide variety of films touching diverse subjects. Some films instantly gained
appreciation, while few were not liked immediately. There were three observational films which I didn't like much, perhaps because I haven't
watched this type of films before. Still it turned out beneficial as I experienced a new form of film for the first time.
On the whole it was an experience to attend the Film Festival. We learnt a lot about filmmaking, things which we can never learn in a usual
classroom. The panel discussion further added to our experience. The workshop was an added advantage that guided me to watch films in
new light. Above all, I got opportunity to interact with the filmmakers. It was not only a learning experience to talk to them; but also a great
source for our future. The film festival gave us a firsthand experience to documentary film industry. It further strengthened my viewpoint
that filmmaking is a difficult & consuming job; but still very overwhelming & meaningful. Despite citing the difficulties involved, festival
encourages aspiring filmmakers to step ahead in the process of filmmaking. To quote here as one of the filmmakers mentioned
that once you have decided to do something, there is no other way but to do it. Indeed it was a great learning experience that left
us hoping for other such exposures in the future.
Ruchi Malhotra, DRS-6
Working with 'Khalsa College of DU' as Video Editor

"The most amazing thing is that I am not regretting my mistake....."
In BVB many people complains about the syllabus as they doesn't focus on one thing but many things, to be very honest I like this method of teaching a lot
as many of my doubts have been cleared what all things I have been thinking long time back. I opted for RTVJ COURSE which was my big mistake as now I
have realized that I have been made for Cinematography and not for Journalism and the most amazing thing is that I am not regretting my mistake because
just because of their technical and practical knowledge I came to know about my true field of interest and Fortunately got my work in my field of expertise
itself with is the best thing for me. Even after opting for a wrong choice I get all the knowledge of my interest and for that I am highly obliged to the faculty
members to structure the in course in such a way where nobody will regret and they all will not only learn something but to Create something special and
unique with belong to them only and not to anyone else.
In Bharatiya Vidya Bhawan I caught all my hidden talent inside and now I do good Photography, good editing, Videography, Sound Knowledge, Technical
knowledge, Lighting knowledge, Acting, T.V Presentation, Writing etc. these are the things which brighten my way. BVB also gives us all the chance to get
the knowledge as much as we can, they always encourage us to do work passionately and with all our hearts.
BVB gives us all the opportunity to learn things much technically and practically. They send us on LIVE shows of all the news channels where we learn at
very high level and make our link so that they can help us when we enter into our professional life. Media personalities themselves come and teach us their
own experiences and tell us what to do and what not do and tell us how to recognize our self and some good exercises to overcome with some
petty faults of ours. And lead us to become more perfect than ever before.
And faculty is very supportive and encouraging who is always there when we need them the most. Here students might forget their teacher
but teacher never forget their students and tell them the true meaning of life in every sense.
Taruna Khanagwal, RTVJ-45
Working as a Script Writer in Mumbai Film Industry

"Everyone had the freedom to give their input in every project....."
Rishikesh study tour is perhaps a memorable tour for every student of 'Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan'. Every student not only worked with their full efficiency but
also enjoyed many big and small moments. It was an eight day tour including seven different projects, one for each day. The good part was the grouping of
students from different courses and every group had to do different projects every day. The students were not bound to work only with their related course
they were studying. Everyone had the freedom to give their input in every project.
Various projects were shot there like fiction films, music videos, news program, and radio program. All these programs were later edited and compiled after
coming back from the tour. There were also other events done by the students such as a cultural night, canteen supervision, money task, live radio program.
All these were really fun to work on.
After a full night journey from Delhi to Rishikesh, we thought it would be very tiring to work the first day but surprisingly everybody was fresh to work
without any complaints. Most exciting project for me was the Music Video as my script was selected and was being shot according to me in the guidance of our
faculty. Another interesting project for me was the short fiction film as I acted a character in the film. Doing both these projects, I learnt a lot from my faculties
and even from my fellow group members.
Sitting in the recording room for the radio program, I understood how these radio stations work all day. Going outdoor in the local streets and taking bytes
from people on various topics taught me how the journalists work to gather news. During the cultural program and canteen supervision, working in a team
and delivering our best was really challenging and fun on the other hand.
Apart from this students also went for a community development program in which we visited a village and tried to tell some important facts
about health and awareness to the village people. The best part was the warm welcome and excellent treatment which we were given there by
the people and also the food we ate there. It was an all new experience.Not to miss the adventure sport, the River Rafting. I experienced rafting
for the first time, thanks to our study tour. On a whole, I learnt and enjoyed a lot.
Sarvpreet, DRS-3

Working with 'Dilip Sood Films Pvt. Ltd. as Production Manager

"Supportive teachers and faculty members are easy reachable whenever we need any help....."
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan is itself a complete education body which has gotten everything in it. BVB has got one of the best, educated, helpful,
supportive faculties. The curriculum is good enough and the education system is also well versed and the theory classes are in sync with the practical
knowledge as there is enough amounts of practical classes which is given to us.
The one thing which I like the most about this institute of education and that is, its supportive teachers and faculty members all of them are easy
reachable whenever we need any help and we always have their support with us.
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has very good course structure and it's visiting faculty. They faculties gave us good knowledge about their area of
specialization. People from different nooks and corners of this entertainment industry like anchors, cameraman, show producers, voice over artists
etc visited the college and gave share their of knowledge along with their experiences. We also went to film festivals, shows, etc to learn and have the
knowledge.
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has not only imparted the knowledge of film making into us, the one thing which makes it different from other institute is
that this is the only college which along with the education in media line gives you the knowledge of life, values, social and human values so that once
we are out of this college, facing the world then along with our talent we also have the human values.
This is about Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan that every student who passes from this college not only has the good knowledge in their
respective fields but along with the knowledge they have the good values also. I am proud to be a Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan student.
Sunny Singh, DRS-6
Working as Freelance Director and Script Writer

"I got the chance to learn so many things that could shape my overall personality....."
During the month of February I got a call for the internship in ZEE NEWS. Due to my college's reputation in the sphere of journalism and television
courses I received the opportunity to start my internship in ZEE NEWS for 3 months after passing there interview prescribed for the internship.
There I got the chance to learn so many things that could shape my overall personality including personal, professional and moral as well. I learnt
punctuality, working with group, professionalism, importance of work, time management, continuity etc and so many other attributes that is proven to
be very helpful in my career built up.
And I am really grateful to my college BVB for teaching us all the attributes that is required to work as a journalist. They taught us very basic to advance
level of television production, camera lighting, which helped me to prove myself during my internship in PCR (Production Control Room) where I learnt
how a news program gets on-air. How an organization works their departments etc.
My favorite place there was the studio where I spent my maximum time as I learnt there live anchoring and so many qualities to become a TV news
presenter. I was in programming in ZEE NEWS which is said to be the special desk where I privileged to attend 3 grate award functions. And
learnt the editing sense also.
It is my honor that I have started very well and want to contribute a special thanks to my college for proving me a strong foundation.
SHWETA SINGH RANA, RTVJ – 31
Acting in TV Serials at Mumbai Film Industry

"The MANTHAN Fest was very inspiring....."
It was a media fest called MANTHAN which was organized by NEWS24 and ISOMES. Every media institute participated in this competition from all
over DELHI such as IIMC, IMS, AMITY etc. there was lots of competitions like news anchoring, reporting, quiz, fashion show etc. our college Bharatiya
Vidya Bhavan also participated and won lots of prizes.
It was a very tough competition but our college students proved themselves and won maximum prizes in various categories. It was an amazing
experience as student got chance to meet various famous media personality VISHAL BHARDWAJ, SUBHASH GHAI, ANURADHA CEO of NEWS 24 etc,
who also guide students for their future.
I also participated in reporting competition (PTC) and won second prize. I really appreciate these kinds of competitions which gave us a chance to
proof our abilities and capabilities. I saw, so many students who never active in this kind of job during their studies but here they proved
themselves and won prizes.
The MANTHAN Fest was very inspiring experience for myself and really want to participate in these kind of competitions in future also.
Jyoti Gautam, (RTVJ-09)
Working as a Freelance Journlist

"BVB issues cameras to students for photography and shooting....."
The story begins in August when I got admission in Bharaatiya Vidya Bhavan.I came here as someone recommended me this institution. There are
different courses related to media industry, I opted radio and TV Production. Other courses were journalism, direction, editing, photography, media
management. I opted this course because I wanted to get familiar with all technical aspects of a camera and things behind a production.
The course not only provides us with the related information to the subject concerned, it also focuses on the direction and management area also. How to
make a short film, documentary, music video and how to read news all are taught here. All these activities and practicals not only help to persuade the
student to work harder but they also learn to work as a team. There were many practicals during the two semesters in which students have to qualify those
practices. From camera, editing, reporting many other types of practical are there.
Every month there is a test to recapitulate what we had learnt till date. A register is given to everyone for making the notes and for maintaining the register
properly there are some marks on it. We have a library in the department which makes it easy for us to understand different topic. Internet facility is also
available to every student for research purpose. The department also encourages students to participate in other activities like plays and other things
related to the media field.
Another good thing about the institution is that it issues cameras to students for photography and shooting purpose. This provides an opportunity to the
students to get familiar with the equipments they are using. From multi-camera shooting to single camera shooting all is taught here. Bhavan invites many
prominent visiting faculties to teach and make the students up to date with their field knowledge.
The organization of a study tour is another good initiative from department's side. The eight day trip to Rishikesh is one of the unforgettable
events in Bhavan. Students also enjoy the trip and they also learn and explore the land and people and their problems. Then many production
houses come for internship and job in the collage, and this is a good opportunity for students to showcase themselves.
KULIN MISHRA, TVP-9
Working as Freelance Photographer and Film Maker

"I was amongst 50 students who were lucky enough to receive admission in BVB....."
My experience during entrance examination of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan department of film and television studies was very different as well as full of learning and
joy. It was very different from others as I was lucky that I could attend that fantastic pre scheduled entrance examination which was prepared to judge the students
in terms of their behavior, intellectual, and morality. It concentrated upon overall personality and code of conduct of a student who after passing that exam would be
the part of BVB and I was amongst 50 students who were lucky enough to receive admission in BVB.
I still remember the process of my entrance examination when I first stepped in the college I was very nervous at that time as it was not at all easy task my mind was
preparing the strategies that how could I crack the entrance exam.
First we all taken to the auditorium of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, where we held an interacting session with the head of department Mr. Dilip Badkar, and Mr. Ved
Prakash where they told us how to become a good that for achieving anything in life how important it is to be down to earth, honest and a fun loving human being.
They also made us aware of the challenges that we have to face in the field of television and journalism, also we had a screening of a movie around 30 min. that was
documentary and a great learning experience. After that we appeared for a written exam which was again divided in essay, multiple choice questions and picture
analysis. It was based on overall intellect of a journalist that how intelligent he/she needs to be.
Than we had a lunch break but that was also part of our exam to check our etiquettes, manners and behaviors. The college organized a lunch which was very
delicious and the teachers were presented over there to judge the students. Before our lunch we had provided with a script which was about television news
presentation and after our lunch it was time to appear for the screen-test. And it was my first time ever when I spoke to the camera. And it was a great and never
forgetting moment of my life. But I regret that I could not give my 100 percent at that time.
This was my complete entrance exam test which was very new to me as I was not from this field but at the end of the day I realized that till now I was
watching TV from outside but now I was experiencing inside television life. And finally I got selected and I am very much obliged that today I am a part
of BVB and having my life's wonderful and greatest experience.
SHWETA SINGH RANA, RTVJ – 31

Working as Actor in TV Serial at Mumbai Film Industry

"Training at Doordarshan taught me many things,
there's no limit to the extent of learning....."
Since the inception of the course, I had set my eyes on the DOORDARSHAN training, which
stood out in the BVB prospectus booklet- a chance to get into India's oldest and most reputed
news and entertainment channel and learning a few tricks of the trade. February was eagerly
awaited. The interview went like a breeze, and there I was. Now I was appointed in the News
Room, the epicentre of all the happenings, and given the task of news packaging and scripting.
It is indeed true that journalism cannot be taught inside a class room, for inside Doordarshan,
everything was different, although practical knowledge and writing skills did help me out in
numerous ways. Sitting with editors, content writers, and the likes was an immense learning
experience. All the steps involved in the making of a news bulletin, from ingesting of the video
to packaging of the story, to presenting it on-air, right before my eyes-how good it felt! Now
writing a news bulletin in class was something we all loathed, with very few coming out with
something worth the try, but after finishing my training at Doordarshan, news packaging is
something I will never forget in my lifetime. Also the speed and accuracy to write a
story were put to test, which eventually improved my language skills. Training at
Doordarshan taught me many things, one being there's no limit to the extent of
learning, and it's all there in the mind…
SAURABH SINGH, RTVJ 43
Working with 'India Today' Group

"The 8 days of this trip become the part of my life and a happy memory....."
When I talk about my good time in Bharatiya vidya Bhavan, the very first thing which comes into
my mind is our Educational Trip in RISHIKESH. It is a memory of a lifetime which I will never
forgot. In my life, I have not seen this thing that you are doing work, you have shortage of time, you
haven't taken your meal and still you are enjoying work and showing your 100% Dedication
towards your work.
For me it is a very good concept of taking children on a educational trip and giving them practical
knowledge and creating a professional atmosphere by putting them in some difficult situations
where you have more of work and less of time where you have to think fast, maintain coordination
with your group members, use your skills and have to complete the task under the given time.
I would like to thanks Bharatiya Vidhya Bhavan for given me such beautiful memories and
specially to my groupmates Mehak Priyanka Neha, Rajni ji, Himanshu , Neeraj, Deeksha, Vijay
and Abhishek. I feel proud and Honoured that I was a part of this group named “GRAVITY”.
The 8 days of this trip become the part of my life and a happy memory for me which
will always bring smile on my face and tears in my eyes. Thanks everyone for giving
me such beautiful memories.
Tarun Ghai, RTVJ-13

Working with I&B Ministry as Senior Monitor

